In this paper, the concept of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic for stochastic processes is first introduced. Using the exponential dichotomy techniques and a fixed point strategy with stochastic analysis theory, we establish the existence of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for a class of impulsive nonautonomous partial stochastic evolution equations in Hilbert spaces. Moreover, the exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions is investigated. Finally, an example is provided to illustrate the obtained theory.
Introduction
The almost periodic functions plays an important role in describing the phenomena that are similar to the periodic oscillations which can be observed frequently in many fields, such as celestial mechanics, nonlinear vibration, electromagnetic theory, and so on (see [] ). The concept of pseudo almost periodic functions is a natural generalization of almost periodic functions. The study of the existence of pseudo almost periodic solutions is one of the most interesting topics in the qualitative theory of differential equations both due to its mathematical interest as well as due to their applications in physics, mathematical biology, and other areas [-]. In the real world, stochastic perturbation is unavoidable. Therefore, we must move from deterministic problems to stochastic ones. The stochastic differential equations with delays and without delays have been extensively studied in the last decades (see [-] ). Particularly, some authors focused on the existence of almost periodic or pseudo almost periodic solutions to stochastic differential equations in Hilbert spaces [-] . Among them, Bezandry and Diagana [, ] studied the existence of square-mean almost periodic solutions nonautonomous stochastic differential equations. In [, ] , the authors introduced the concepts of p-mean pseudo almost periodicity, and studied the existence of p-mean pseudo almost periodic mild solutions to a nonautonomous semilinear stochastic differential equations. Diop et al. [] obtained the existence, uniqueness and global attractiveness of an p-mean pseudo almost periodic solution for stochastic evolution equation driven by a fractional Brownian motion.
The theory of impulsive partial differential equations has become an active area of investigation due to their applications in fields such as mechanics, electrical engineering, medicine biology (see [-] ). The existence, uniqueness and stability of almost periodic solutions for impulsive differential equations have been considered in abstract spaces by many authors. For example, Henríquez et al. [], Stamov et al. [, ] discussed the existence and uniqueness of piecewise almost periodic solutions for a class of abstract impulsive semilinear differential equations. Stamov [] established the existence and asymptotic stability of piecewise almost periodic solutions of impulsive differential equations with time-varying delay. Liu and Zhang [] studied the existence and exponential stability of piecewise almost periodic solutions to abstract impulsive differential equation. The authors in [, ] introduced the concept of piecewise pseudo almost periodic functions on a Banach space and established the existence, uniqueness and exponential stability of piecewise pseudo almost periodic solutions to impulsive differential equations. Bainov and Simeonov [] concerned with the asymptotic equivalence of impulsive differential equations. However, besides impulse effects and delays, stochastic effects likewise exist in real systems. In recent years, several interesting results on impulsive partial stochastic systems have been reported in many publications [-] and the references therein. Further, Zhang et al. [] obtained the existence and uniqueness of almost periodic solutions for a class of impulsive stochastic differential equations with delay by mean of the Banach contraction principle. In [] , the authors investigated the existence and stability of square-mean piecewise almost periodic solutions for nonlinear impulsive stochastic differential equations by using Schauder fixed point theorem. In this paper, we consider the existence and exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions to the following impulsive nonautonomous partial stochastic evolution equations:
dx(t) = A(t)x(t) + g t, x(t) dt + f t, x(t) dW (t), t ∈ R, t = t i , i ∈ Z,
(.)
where
is a family of densely defined closed linear operators satisfying the so-called ' Acquistapace-Terrani' conditions, and W (t) is a two-sided standard one-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the filtered probability space ( , F, P, F t ), where F t = σ {W (u) -W (v); u, v ≤ t}. g, f , I i , t i satisfy suitable conditions which will be established later.
) represent the right-hand side and the left-hand side limits of x(·) at t i , respectively.
The study of the asymptotic properties of mild solutions to partial differential equations is one of the fundamental tasks of the analysis theory and finds its application in various fields, such as almost periodicity, asymptotically almost periodic, pseudo almost periodicity, almost automorphy, stability, and so on. There are several papers on the pseudo almost periodicity of mild solutions for partial differential systems, stochastic partial differential systems and impulsive partial differential systems in abstract spaces; see [-, , , , ] and the references therein. On the other hand, the stochastic systems with impulse deserve a study because the system is a more general hybrid system, and that of can be more accurate description of the actual phenomenon in the real world. So it is natural to extend the concept of pseudo almost periodicity of mild solutions to dynamical systems represented by these impulsive systems. To the authors knowledge, no results are available for the existence and exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for nonlinear impulsive stochastic system (.)-(.). The systems have variable structures subject to stochastic abrupt changes, which may result from abrupt phenomena such as stochastic failures and repairs of the components, changes in the interconnections of subsystems, sudden environment changes, etc. Therefore, the system (.)-(.) involves a wide area of applications in physics and mathematics. Motivated by the above consideration, we will study these interesting problems, which are natural generalizations of the concept of pseudo almost periodicity for stochastic differential equations well known in the theory of infinite dimensional systems.
In this paper, we introduce and develop the notion of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic for stochastic processes, which generalizes in a natural fashion the concept of piecewise almost periodic and p-mean almost periodic stochastic processes. As an application, we study the existence and exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solution for the impulsive stochastic evolution equation (.)-(.) with pseudo almost periodic coefficients. In order to obtain the existence of pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for differential equations, most of the previous research on composition theorems for pseudo almost periodic functions was based upon a Lipschitz condition. It is obvious that the conditions for contraction mapping principle are too strong. In this paper we establish a new composition theorem for p-mean pseudo almost periodic functions under conditions which are different from Lipschitz conditions. Then, using this new composition theorem together with the Leray-Schauder nonlinear alternative and the exponential dichotomy techniques with stochastic analysis theory, we get new existence and exponential stability results. The well-known results that appeared in [-, , , , ] are generalized to the impulsive stochastic systems settings and the case of piecewise pseudo almost periodicity. Moreover, the results are also new for deterministic systems with impulse.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we introduce some notations and necessary preliminaries. In Section , we give the existence of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for (.)-(.). In Section , we establish the exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for (.)-(.). In Section , an interesting example is given to illustrate our results. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section .
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, N, Z, R and R + stand for the set of natural numbers, integers, real numbers, positive real numbers, respectively. We assume that (H, · ), (K, · K ) are real separable Hilbert spaces and ( , F, P) is supposed to be a filtered complete probability space. Define L p (P, H), for p ≥ , to be the space of all H-valued random variables x such
is a Banach space when it is equipped with its natural norm · p defined by 
Let T be the set consisting of all real sequences
consisting of all stochastically bounded piecewise continuous functions f : H) ) be the space formed by all stochastically piecewise H) ) is said to be p-mean almost periodic if, for each ε > , there exists an l(ε) > , such that every interval J of length l(ε) contains a number τ with the property that E f (t + τ ) -f (t) p < ε for all t ∈ R. Denote by AP(R, L p (P, H)) the set of such functions.
Definition . (Compare with [])
A sequence {x n } is called p-mean almost periodic if, for any ε > , there exists a relatively dense set of its ε-periods, i.e., there exists a natural number l = l(ε), such that, for k ∈ Z, there is at least one number q in [k, k + l], for which inequality E x n+q -x n p < ε holds for all n ∈ N. Denote by AP(Z, L p (P, H)) the set of such sequences. H) ) the set of such sequences.
Definition . (Compare with []) For {t
said to be p-mean piecewise almost periodic if the following conditions are fulfilled:
is equipotentially almost periodic, that is, for any ε > , there exists a relatively dense set Q ε of R such that for each τ ∈ Q ε there is an integer q ∈ Z such that |t i+q -t i -τ | < ε for all i ∈ Z.
(ii) For any ε > , there exists a positive numberδ =δ(ε) such that if the points t and t belong to a same interval of continuity of ϕ and |t
(iii) For every ε > , there exists a relatively dense set˜ (ε) in R such that if τ ∈˜ (ε), then
We denote by AP T (R, L p (P, H)) the collection of all the p-mean piecewise almost periodic functions. Obviously, the space AP T (R, L p (P, H)) endowed with the sup norm de-
x ∈ K} is uniformly bounded, and given ε > , there exists a relatively dense subset ε such that
the set of all such functions.
where K is an arbitrary compact subset of L p (P, K) .
is a Banach space with the sup norm · ∞ .
Similar to [, ], one has the following.
One can refer to Lemma . in [] for the proof of Lemma ..
) the set of all such functions.
We need the following composition of p-mean pseudo almost periodic processes.
Assume that the following conditions hold:
Lemma . Assume the sequence of vector-valued functions
One can refer to Lemmas ., . in [] for the proof of Lemmas . and .. Next, we introduce a useful compactness criterion on
, it is a Banach space. Similarly as the proof of Lemma . in [] , one has the following.
relatively compact if and only if it verifies the following conditions:
We also need the following concepts concerning evolution family and exponential dichotomy.
Definition . ([]) A family of bounded linear operators {U(t, s)
is said to be an evolution family of operators if the following conditions hold:
Definition . ([]) An evolution family U is called hyperbolic (or has exponential dichotomy) if there are projections P(t), t ∈ R, uniformly bounded and strongly continuous in t, and constants
Here and below Q := I -P. If P(t) = I for t ∈ R, then (U(t, s)) t≥s is exponentially stable (see [, ] ).
Definition . ([])
If U is a hyperbolic evolution family, then
is called Green's function corresponding to U and P(·). (i) has a fixed point in V , or (ii) there is a point x ∈ ∂V and λ ∈ (, ) with x ∈ λ (x).
Existence
In this section, we investigate the existence of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solution for system (.)-(.). We first introduce the notion of mild solution to system (.)-(.).
In order to obtain our main results, we make the following hypotheses:
(H) The evolution family U(t, s) generated by A(t) has an exponential dichotomy with constants M, δ > , dichotomy projections P(t), t ∈ R, and Green's function (t, s).
(H) There exists a continuous nondecreasing function :
and there exist continuous nondecreasing
Remark . Assumption (H) is usually called the ' Acquistapace-Terreni' condition, which was first introduced in [] and widely used to investigate nonautonomous evolution equations in [-, ]. If (H) holds, then there exists a unique evolution family
Lemma . ([]) Assume that (H)-(H) hold. If U(·, ·)
has an exponential dichotomy with constants M, δ > , then for each ε >  and h >  there is a relatively dense set ε,h such that
We abbreviate this property by writing ∈ AP(L(H)).

Lemma . (Compare with [])
, and {t j i }, j ∈ Z are equipotentially almost periodic. Then, for each ε > , there exist relatively dense sets ε of R and ε of Z such that
(ii)
Also, we need to introduce a few preliminary and important results. H) ) and if G is the function defined by
Next we show that H) ). Thus, the following verification procedure is divided into three steps.
Step
Let t , t ∈ (t i , t i+ ), i ∈ Z, t < t . By (H), for any ε > , there exists  < ξ < (
. Using Hölder's inequality, we have
Let t i < t ≤ t i+ . For ε > , let ε be a relatively dense set of R formed by ε-periods of G  . For τ ∈ ε and  < η < min{ε, α/}, we have
Using Hölder's inequality, it follows that
,
Similarly, one has
whereM  ,M  are some positive constants. Therefore, we get J  ≤N  ε forN  > . Using Lemma ., we have
Similar to the proof of J  , J  we have
For r > , by Hölder's inequality, we have
for all s ∈ R. Using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we have H) ). This completes the proof.
Lemma . Assume that (H)-(H) hold. If f ∈ PAP T (R, L p (P, L   )) and if F is the function defined by
Next we show that
. Thus, the verification procedure is divided into the following three steps.
Step .
Using Hölder's inequality and the Ito integral [], we have
∞ . Similar to the above discussion, one has
Step .
Let t i < t ≤ t i+ . For ε > , let ε be a relatively dense set of R formed by ε-periods of F. For τ ∈ ε and  < η < min{ε, α/}, we have
Using Hölder's inequality and the Ito integral, we have, for p > ,
whereM  ,M  are some positive constants. Therefore, we getJ  ≤Ñ  ε forÑ  > . For p = , we havẽ
Similar to the above proof, we getJ  ≤Ñ  ε forÑ  > .
Using Lemma ., we have, for p > ,
For p = , we havẽ
Similar to the proof ofJ  ,J  we haveJ
Step .
For r > , by Hölder's inequality and the Ito integral, we have, for p > ,
For p = , we have
for all s ∈ R. Using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we have H) ). This completes the proof. H) ). Thus, the verification procedure is divided into the following three steps.
Lemma . Assume that (H)-(H) hold. If γ i ∈ PAP(Z, L p (P, H)), i ∈ Z, and ifγ i is the function defined bỹ
Step . ,i ∈ UPC(R, L p (P, H)).
Let t , t ∈ (t i , t i+ ), i ∈ Z, t < t . By (H), for any ε > , we have
Consequently, ,i ∈ UPC(R, L p (P, H)).
For ε > , ε be a relatively dense set of R formed by ε-periods of ,i . For τ ∈ ε and  < η < min{ε, α/}, we have
For any ε > , by Lemma ., there exist relative dense sets of real numbers ε and integers Q ε , for every τ ∈ ε , there exists at least one number q ∈ Q ε such that
Similar to the proof ofĴ  ,Ĵ  we haveĴ
For r > , we have
Therefore, the series ∞ j= v j is uniformly convergent on R. By Lemma ., one has
that is,
Similarly, we have Proof Consider the operator :
The right-hand side of the above inequality is independent of x ∈ B r * and tends to zero as τ  → τ  , since the compactness of U(t, τ ) for t -τ >  implies imply the continuity in the uniform operator topology. Thus,  maps B r * into an equicontinuous family of functions. Similarly, we can show that  maps B r * into an equicontinuous family of functions and hence maps B r * into an equicontinuous family of functions.
For each t ∈ R, and let ε be a real number satisfying  < ε < . For x ∈ B r * , we define
Moreover, for every x ∈ B r * , we have for p > ,
Therefore, letting ε → , it follows that there are relatively compact sets ε  (t) arbitrarily close to  (t) = {(  x)(t) : x ∈ B r * } and hence  (t) is also relatively compact in L p (P, H)
x ∈ B r * } is a relatively compact set by Lemma ., then is a compact operator.
Step . We now show that there exists an open set H) ) with x / ∈ x for λ ∈ (, ) and x ∈ ∂V .
Let λ ∈ (, ) and let x ∈ L p (P, H) be a possible solution of x = λ (x) for some  < λ < .
Thus, for each t ∈ R,
As a consequence of Steps -, it suffices to show that : H) ) is a compact map. From the choice of V , there is no x ∈ ∂V such that x ∈ λ x for λ ∈ (, ). By Lemma ., we deduce that has a fixed point x ∈ V , such that x = x, that is,
Finally, to prove that x satisfies (.) for all t ≥ s, all s ∈ R. For this purpose, we let 
U(t, t i )P(t i )I i x(t i ) -
Define a family of linear operators A(t) by
D(A(t)) = D(A), A(t)v(ξ ) = (A - + sin t + sin πt)v(ξ ), ξ ∈ [, π], v ∈ D(A).
Then the A(t) generate an evolution family (U(t, s)) t≥s such that
U(t, s)v(ξ ) = T(t -s)e t s (-+sin τ +sin πτ ) dτ v(ξ ).
Hence U(t, s) ≤ e -(t-s) for t ≥ s. If (n -)  +  ≤ - + sin t + sin πt ≤ n  - for all t ∈ R, and for some n ∈ N. We can define P(t) : H → H by theorem, we discussed the existence and exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for these equations. The conditions are formulated and proved under which the nonlinear terms and the jump operators satisfy the non-Lipschitz condition with the sense of the pseudo almost periodic. Finally, an example is provided to illustrate the obtained theory. There are two direct issues which require further study. First, we will investigate the existence and exponential stability of p-mean piecewise pseudo almost periodic mild solutions for impulsive partial stochastic functional differential equations with infinite delay in Hilbert spaces. Second, we will devote our efforts to the study of the existence and exponential stability of p-mean piecewise weighted pseudo almost periodic mild solutions of impulsive partial stochastic differential equations.
P(t)v =
